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Dr. David Karsten, associate
professor of theatre, has the lead role
in the Kalamazoo Civic Players'
production of ''The King and I."
Performance dates at the Civic
Auditorium are Oct. 7-9and 11-15.

*

*

*

Three
administrative
offices-University
Planning,
Collective Bargaining and Contract
Administration,
and
Special
Projects-have moved to Rooms 20704 Administration Building. Telephone
numbers are: Barbara Maddox,
director of special projects, 383-6174;
Thomas M. Mannix, assistant to the
president for collective bargaining
and contract administration, 3831668;and Nick L. Poulton, director of
planning, 383-6157.

GREENSTONE DEDICATED-A huge greenstone, similar to the type commonly found in ridges in Michigan's upper peninsula, was unveiled during
Western's Jubilee Festival last week by (left to right) Dr. Uoyd Schmaltz,
WMU professor and geology department chairman; Robert D. Caine of
Kalamazoo, a member of WMU'sBoard of Trustees; Western's President John
*
*
*
T. Bernhard; and Robert ~uscombe, WMU assistant dean of fine arts and
Cherie Hubbard, the current Miss Diamond Jubilee Committee chairman. Caine made brief remarks during the
Michigan National Teenager, is a new dedication of the rock, which Schmaltz said weighs more than a ton, is four feet
freshman here at Western this fall.
high, four feet wide and five feet long. It is located near Rood Hall on campus.
The Elks Country Club at Kalamazoo donated the rock.
(WMUNewsphoto)
*
*
*
John G. Hungerford, assistant
director of auxiliary enterprises, has
Y~~r-Long Co~rse Examines
been named one of the unit coordinators for the 1977 Greater
Abstract Reason'ing, College Teaching Kalamazoo United Way. His unit is
composed of construction, individual
A team of three University of
A year-long course which will focus
and major gifts, commercial, finance on developing college student ab- Nebraska
physics
department
and professiogal divisions; it has a stract reasoning abilities will begin faculty, led by Dr. Robert Fuller, will
goal of $518,100,which is 25.9percent today and Friday for about 45 head the workshop. Fuller directs
of the total campaign goal of $2 Western faculty, graduate students Nebraska's "Accent on Developing
million.
and several department chairpersons Abstract Procedures of Thought"
*
*
*
(ADAPT) project, which for two
with an orientation workshop.
One of America's best known storyThe inservice course is entitled years has done concerted exploration
songwriters, Harry Chapin, will "College
Teaching
and
the in applying cognitive theory to college
appear in concert at 8 p.m. Saturday, Development of Reasoning." It is teaching.
Sept. 24, in Miller Auditorium, sponsored by the WMU Office of
Dr. Robert M.W. Travers, WMU
sponsored by the Student Enter- Instructional Development, Division distinguished university professor of
tainment Committee. Tickets are of Instructional Communications.
education, Dr. F. Gregory Fisk,
$6.50,$5.50and $4.50.
The 9 a.m.-4 p.m. workshop associate professor of natural science
sessions will consist of 11 modules and teacher education, and Dr.
*
*
*
designed to introduce theories of Howard R. Poole, Jr., head, WMU
The
American
Advertising abstract learning and their usefulness Office of Instructional Development
Federation has presented its Silver for developing reasoning abilities and and an associate professor of inMedal Award for "outstanding understanding in the college students. structional communications, are
contributions to advertising, creative They will be held at the Michigan course instructors.
excellence and furthering the in- State University Conference Center at
Poole said seven of WMU's colleges
dustry's standards" to Zane Cannon, Gull Lake.
will have faculty representation in the
associate professor of marketing. He
Some of these modules will require course, with participants coming
is only the second local recipient in individual participation while others from more than 20different academic
the past M years.
are interactive and will involve departments.
Travers and Fisk will direct three
groups of faculty from the same or
similar academic areas, if possible, course "application projects" which
are due Nov. 1 and Dec. 15,and March
working together.
Health Center
These modules are entitled: How 24,1978,in addition to a Dec. 15review
People Think; Concrete and Formal workshop and a Jan. 17, 1978,
Extends Hours
Thought; Interviews with Students; orientation and review workshop.
Effective Monday, Sept. 26, the Recent Research Findings; Analysis
Fuller and his Nebraska team will
University Health Center will extend of Test Questions; Analysis of Text- return here to conduct a final sumits hours until 10 p.m. Monday- books; Self-Regulation; The Learn- mary workshop on April 7to complete
ing' Cycle; Teaching Goals and the course.
Friday.
However, the hours from 4:4l>-10Strategies; and Implementation and.
Plan Jubilee Tea
p.m. are intended to cover emergency Suggested Readings.
WMU's
Emeritae Faculty Dames
treatment by a limited staff on duty.
Course participants each will
Minimal charges will be made for develop an improved module of in- will have a Diamond Jubilee Tea at
medical services during the extended struction that hopefully "will foster 1:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 29, in the
Faculty Lounge, University Student
hours.
the development
of abstract
The regular 9-11:30a.m. ~aturday reasoning by students" as one Center. Chairperson for the event is
Mrs. Homer Dunham.
clinics will continue without charge.
assignment.
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MCEOP
On Campus

Up to 80 persons are expected to
attend the fall meeting of the
Michigan Council of Educational
Opportunity Programs (MCEOP)
from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Friday, Sept. 23,
herein 157-159University Student
Center.
MCEOP was established in 1972as
an association of individuals from
Michigan colleges and universities,
who were concerned with adv~ncing
educational
opportunities
for
minority, disadvantaged and handicapped students. In 1974, it was
associated with the then newlycreated Mid-America Association of
Educational Opportunity Program
Personnel (MAEOPP).
Luther R. Dease, director ofWMU's
Upward Bound Program, is MCEOP
president-elect this year.
The meeting cost, including a
luncheon, is $10to persons who have
paid 1978 MCEOP dues and $ro to
persons whohave not.

Dedicate Paper
Recycling Plant

The only facility of its type in the
world-WMU's Paper Recycling Pilot
Plant, now valued at more than
$800,OOO-willbe dedicated here on
campus at 9:30 a.m. Thursday, Sept.
22.
The recycling unit, which features
production-sized components, is being
completed without University or state
funds under a drive for cash and
equipment by the Speci~ Gifts
Committee, WMU Paper Technology
Foundation, Inc. Construction began
in the spring of· 1976 here in
McCracken Hall. The dedication will
be held during the 18th annual
I®eting of the foundation, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 21-22.
At the dedication ceremony, James
Stolley, foundation president and
group vice president, Hammermill
Paper Co., Erie, Pa., will present the
unit to Robert D. Caine ofKalamazoo,
a member of the WMU Board of
Trustees, who will accept the unique
facility on behalf of the University.
Caine ended a 42-year career in the
paper industry when he retired in 1971
as vice president and director of
administration, Brown Company,
Kalamazoo.

Math Colloquium Set
"Some comments
on finite
topological spaces and switching
functions" is the title of a free, public
lecture to be given by Professor N. M.
S. Simoes-Pereira of WMU and the
University of Hamburg at the
Mathematics Colloquium at 4 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 29, in the Math
Commons Room on the sixth floor of
Everett Tower. It will be preceded by
coffee at 3:30p.m.
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Loew New AcademJc V.P.

Dr. Cornelius Loew, dean, College
of Arts and Sciences, will assume his
new duties as WMU's vice president
for academic affairs on October 1. His
appointment was approved Friday
(Sept. 16) by the University Board of
Trustees.
Loew, who came
to Western in 1956,
will be 61 on
September 27. He
was named head of
the department of
philosophy
and
religion in 1958,
associate dean in
1964 and dean in
Loew
1968.
In recommending the appointment,
WMU President John T. Bernhard
said, "Dr. Loew is one of the most
creative and imaginative academic
leaders on our campus; being an
'elder statesman' in our University
community, he is widely respected
and highly regarded by his faculty
and administrative colleagues; and
he is very sensitive to the needs and
the challenges of all of our colleges
and is anxious to develop our
professional curriculum in the
future."
'~I am deeply appreciative of the
opportunity of serving this University
at this point in time and I believe that
I can make a constructive contribution; I shall commit myself fully
to my new duties," said Loew.
A native of Marion, Ohio, he
received his A.B. degree in sociology
in 1938(rom Elmhurst, Ill., College;
B.D. in~Cbristian ethic;:sin 1941and
S.T.M. in systematic theology in 1942,
both from Union Theological
Seminary, New York City; and Ph.D.
in 1951from Columbia University. He
taught religion at Lake Forest, Ill.,
College, 1951-56.He was assistant
minister, Bethlehem Evangelical and
Reformed Church, Ann Arbor, 194648, and was a chaplain in the U.S.
Naval Reserve, 1942-46.

Offer Tutoring,
Writing Services
Western's, Center for Educational
Opportunity (CEO) is offering free
writing laboratory and tutorial services to all WMU students, who need
only check in at 4600Dunbar Hall or
phone 38~122 or 383-4957.
Students may visit or phone for
more information during these hours:
for the writing laboratory-from 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Mondays through
Thursdays, and from 6-9 p.m.
Tuesdays . and Wednesdays; for
tutoring-from
2-5 p.m. Mondays
through Thursdays and from 6-9p.m.
Tuesdays through Thursdays, according to CEO director, Norman A.
Kurilik.

The Western News
The Western News is published by the Information
Services Office, 3020 Administration
Building,
1921
W. Michigan Ave .• Western Michigan
University
on
Thursdays
during
the fall and winter
semesters,

except during examination and vacation p~riods.

Second class
postage
is paid at t<;alamazoo,
Michigan 49008.
It was established by the University'S
Information
Services Office to disseminate
news to the entire
University
community.
It is distributed
free to
faculty,
staff,
emeriti,
members
of the W.M.U.
Parents
Association
and
friends
of
Western
Michigan
University,
and students
may pick up

copies at several on-campus locations.

Items to be considered for publication
should be
submilled
by noon Monday
to the Information
Services
Office,
3020 Administration
Building,
telephone 383-0981. Martin R. (Joe) Gagie, Director;
and Patricia M. Coyle, Associate Director.

His honors include: election as a
Kent Fellow of the Society for
Religion in Higher Education; an Eli
Lilly Foundation grant,
1967;
member, committee 'which drafted
the Confession of 1967, officially
adopted by the United Presbyterian
Church in the U.S.A.; and a Danforth
Administrators' Fellowship, 1970.He
is the author of two books: "Modern
Rivals to Christian Faith," Westminster Press, 1956; and "Myth,
Sacred History and Philosophy,"
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1967.
Loew has been very active on
campus and in civic affairs, including
service as president ofthe Kalamazoo

Arts Council and he was a co-founder
and associate chairman of 'the
Kalamazoo County Bicentennial
Committee. He has been chairman of
the University Cultural Events
Committee since its formation in 1966.
He is a member of numerous
professional organizations and also is
a board member of the InterUniversity Centre for Post-Graduate
Studies, Dubrovnik, Yygoslavia.
.He and his wife, Kathryn, have two
children: David, 22, who is studying
architectural drafting at Ferris State
College; and Barbara, 19, who is
studying Spanish at Central Michigan
University.

Personnel Department Memo

Wallace Directs
Social Work

Appointment of Dr. Joan S.
Wallace, vice president for administration
at Morgan State
University, Baltimore, Md., as
professor and director of the WMU
School of Social Work was approved
Friday, Sept. 16, by the University
Board of Trustees.
Her
appointment in Western's
College of Health
and Human Services was effective
August 22. She
replaces Robert H.
Barstow, who has
returned to fulltime teaching and
Wall
research.
ace
The School of Social Work offers
both an undergraduate and graduate
professional program; last year the
former received accreditation from
the Commission on Accreditation,
Council on Social Work Education
(CSWE), New York City, until
November,
1981-the
maximim
allowable period.
Wallace joined Morgan State in
1976. Previously, she was deputy
executive director for programs,
National Urban League, New York
City, 1975-76;professor and associate
dean, Howard University School of
Social Work, Washington, D.C., 197375; associate professor and director of
the Bachelor ofSocial Work Program,
Jane Addams School of Social Work,
University of Illinois at Chicago
Circle;' 1971-73; and associate
professor and director of AfroAmerican Studies, Barat College,
Lake Forest:, Ill., 1970-71.
She received her A.B. degree with
honors in sociology. in 1952 from
Bradley University, Peoria, Ill.;
M.S.W. in 1954 from the Columbia
University School of Social Work,
New York City, and Ph.D. in social
psychology in 1973from Northwestern
University, Evanston, Ill., where she
was a National Mental Health trainee,
University Fellow and outstanding
educator award recipient.
In other action, the Board approved
the promotion of Dr. Kenneth E.
Dickie from associate professor to
professor of teacher education, effective August 8; and granted tenure
to George Le Bonte, assistant
professor of social science, effective
August 29.
Leaves of absence without pay were
approved for Mary Frances Fenton,
assistant
professor, Educational
Resources Center, one year for
professional and creative development; Dr. Clarence J. Goodnight,
professor of biology; four months to
serve as the ecologist member and
assistant head of a team of experts to
work in Saudi Arabia in connection
with a College of Environmental
Sciences and Biological Sciences; and
Harriet
M. Schmid, assistant
professor of occupational therapy,
nine months to pursue a doctoral
degree at OhioState University.

the reason the form is being filed:
social security number, full name,
effective· date of employment, date
issued, indication of fringe benefit
eligibility, type of appointment (Le.,
regular, full time, etc.), fund, cost
center, object code, rank/grade,
position title, department, rate of pay,
number of pay periods, bargaining
unit membership and indication of
whether another appointment is held
at the University.
(2) Additional information needs to
be supplied when applicable; Le., new
position or replacement, name of
person being replaced, termination
date,
seniority/board
date,
promotion, transfer, demotion, pay
change, leave of absence section,
separation section, pay. change type,
The All-Important P-006
fund inkind and tenure section, etc.
All non-student payroll changes are
(3) Fringe benefit eligibility refers
processed by a completed Employee to all general staff benefits, not
Status Change Form (P-006). It retirement and social security in
serves as an official multi-purpose which the University is required by
University record and the Personnel law to enroll all non-student emDepartment utilizes the P-OOOform ployees. Regular full and regular
for a variety of important purposes. part-time appointments are eligible
Everyone knows a P-006is needed to for fringe
benefits. However,
pay someone, or change a pay rate eligibility for part-time faculty
but it is also necessary for enrollment members is dependent upon teaching
in group insurances and other fringe load and semester salary. Temporary
benefits which are contingent upon appointments
and
non-enrolled
the information reflected onthe P-OOO. student appointments are NOT
Therefore, it is critical that all P-006
eligible for fringe benefits.
forms be fully and correctly com(4)
All terminations
and
pleted to assure' accuracy of
separations
from
the
active
payroll
University records and prompt require the filing of a P-006. This
processing. The type of J.D. card
includes people who end their term of
issued (regular or temporary) is
temporary work. Taking a name off
based upon P-006information, as are
the payroll time sheets is not sufemployment dates (for employment ficient. A P-oOOis needed to change
verifications) and rank and grade
the personnel records. Many errors
dates
(for
determination
of and excessive costs are incurred
seniority) .
because someone does not submit a PInformation is transmitted from P006 advising that an employee is no
006 forms into the Personnel Data
longer on the payroll.
Bank for storage and reference. The
The Staff Benefits Office is
accuracy of many University reports,
available to respond to questions on
mailings, etc. can only be assured if fringe benefit eligibility. The Perthe record (P-006forms) from which sonnel Department will be pleased to
the information was taken is correct.
send a copy of detailed procedures for
The Compensation Office must P-OOO
completion upon request and/or
review all P-OOOforms. Incorrect answer any special questions related
and/or incomplete P-oOO'smust be
to the completion of these very imreturned to the initiating department portant forms.
for corrections, which causes a delay
in processing. Such delays may mean
the employee's pay is delayed or
Publish Book Review
insurance deadlines are missed, etc.
Dr. Peter Krawutschke, assistant
In order to avoid such delays, the
Recital Sept. 25
following procedures for P-OOO professor of German, is the author of
completion must be carefully a book review in a recent issue of the
A solo recital by pianist Phyllis
GDR Bulletin, the newsletter of Rappeport will be presented at 3 p.m.
followed:
(1) All P-OOOforms require the literature and culture in the German Sunday, Sept. 25, in Oakland Recital
following information regardless of Democratic Republic.
Hall.
Commencing with this issue. a special
section of the Western News will include a
feature from the University Personnel
Department.
Stanley Kelley. director of employee
relations and personnel. said. "The purpose of the News 'Memo' will be to increase
communications
of important
personnel
policies
and
programs
throughout the University community.
The weekly subjects will briefly discuss
important lJersonnel policies. employee
fringe benefit programs or communicate
recent changes in personnel policies or
procedures.
"It is hoped that by publishing
something in each issue the University
community will get accustomed to looking
for thill special feature. The Personnel
Department would welcome comments
from employees as to what subjects they
would like to have covered in the report."
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Appoint Eight Department Chairmen
Eight department chairmen, including four reappointments, were
named Friday (Sept. 16) by the WMU
Board of Trustees.
New chairmen are: Dr. Darwin A.
Buthala for the new department of
biomedical science, effective July 1;
Dr. Joseph Ellin, department of
philosophy,
as
a
one-year
replacement for Dr. Michael Pritchard, who is on sabbatical leave;
and, as announced earlier, Dr. Robert
L. Erickson, speech pathology and
audiology, and Dr. RichardB. Valley,
paper science and engineering.
Reappointed chairmen are: Dr.
Robert R. Fink, music; Nita H.
Hardie, social science area; Dr.
Elisabeth Hetherington, dance; and
Dr. Rodney W. Roth, educational
leadership.
The Board also reappointed Dr.
Peter Schmitt, professor ofhistory, as
faculty associate for the Regional
History Collections in Western's
Waldo Library and University
Archives.
In other action, the Board approved
the appointments ofDr. John W.Kofel
as director of the College of
Education's International Education
Center; Kenneth VanderMeulen as
director of the College of Education's
Skills Center; and Dr. Peter F. Prout
as associate director of the Community
Education
Development
C~nter. Wilda F. Large, associate
professor of social science, was
transferred to the position of coordinator of arts and sciences extension
in the Division of Continuing
Education.
As announced earlier, the Board
also approved the appointment of Dr.
Norman P. Johnson as director of the
physicians' assistants program and
Larry Quarles as assistant varsity
men's basketball coach.
Buthala joined the WMUfaculty in
1970after having served as a research
associate in the Upjohn Company's
department of virology for 13 years.
He received his B.S. degree in 1949
from South Dakota State University,
M.S. in 1952 from Oklahoma State
University and Ph.D. in 1957from
Iowa State University.
Ellin served as chairman of
philosophy, 1969-75. He came to
Western in 1962.He received his B.A.
degree in 1957 from Columbia
University and M.A.in 1959and Ph.D.
in 1962from Yale University.
Since December, 1974, Kofel has
been serving as director of the WMU
College of Education's doctoral
prograII\ on the island of Guam. He
received his B.A. degree in 1966from
the University of Wisconsin. at
Oshkosh and M.A.in 1972and Ed.D. in
1973from Western. He also was the
assistant director of Project Leader
12 for the Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate SchoolDistrict, \973-74.
VanderMeulen is editor ofthe WMU
Reading Center and Clinic journal,
Reading Horizons. He received his
B.A. degree in 1949and M.A. in 1959
from Western. He has taught and h~ld
administrative
positions. in the
Hinsdale, Ill.; Niles, Mich.; Monroe,
Mich.; and Ellsworth, Mich., public
schools.
A native of Australia, Prout has
taught at Acadia University, Wolfville, Nova Scotia; University of
Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta; and at a

Urge Employees
To 1.0. Items

senior high school in Perth, Western Western Australia and master's in
Western's public safety departAustralia. He received his bachelor's 1974and doctoral degree in 1976from ment's crime prevention bureau
degree in 1971from the University of the University of Alberta.
urges all University offices and
employees to take part in "Operation
Identification" by engraving serial
numbers on all equipment and
valuables, where feasible.
•• J
These numbers should be recorded
along with brand names and
descriptions of items, both office and
personal, in your work area. A
duplicate copy of this list should be
kept in your home.
Electric engravers are available at
the
University Police Station for
Ellin
Buthala
Erickson
Valley
Ipermanently placing your driver's
license number on personal items.
WMU employees also are urged to
lock up coffee and stamp cash funds
and never to allow large amounts of
money to accumulate in an office,
unless a secured safe is available.

Gifts, Grants
Total $2,730,950'

Fink

Hardie

Roth

Solar Heating Seminar Here
How to determine the best way your
home or small business can utilize a
solar heating system will be the thrust
of a six-week "Solar Heating
Seminar" to be held here at Western
from 7-9p.m. Tuesdays, beginning on
Sept. 'no
The non-credit course will meet in
3034 Industrial and Engineering
Technology Building. The cost for
enrollment before the Saturday, Sept.
24,pre-registration deadline is $52.50;
it is $70if registration is made at the
first session, Sept. 27..
Instructors in the course, which is
sponsored by the WMU Institute for
Technological Studies, will be L. D.
Ryan and Richard C. Schubert, WMU
associate professors of mechanical
engineering,
who have been
researching, designing and testing
solar heating systems for more than
three years. Their interest lies in cost
effective solar heating systems which
can give the most energy output for
the least cost.
Tests they conducted during the
winter of 1975-76on a campus solar
home module showed a 44 percent
saving in fuel requirements.
During the course they will discuss
how to determine heat loss frltm your
home; if you may need additional
home insulation; howto size and build
a solar heat collector; determine
whether you should use an air or
Publish Two Works
By Martin Gingerich
"W. H. Auden: A Reference'
Guide," a new book directed primarily at students and scholars of
modern poetry who want to research
criticism of the American poet, W.H.
Auden, has been written by Dr.
Martin E. Gingerich, associate
professor of English.
.
He also wrote an article which
appeared in the recent spring issue of
the Minnesota English Journal, "The
ProbleQl in the Poem," which
demonstrates a way to read difficult
poems.

water heat system; how to build a'
heat storage system; how to determine heating duct sizes required; and
how to select and install manual or
automatic controls for a solar heating
system.
Ryan and Schubert said several
solar heating systems have been
installed and are working well .in
homes and businesses in Kalamazoo
and Traverse City. They both agree
thClta basic design can be installed on
existing buildings or in new structures.

~eeking 'Who's

Who' Applicants

Applications for the 1977-78edition
of ~'Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities"
are currently being accepted by
Western's OfficeofStudent Activities.
Open to outstanding seniors, the
publication selects students from
more than 1,000 American schools.
Last year, 48 were chosen to
represent WMU, and a similar
number will be selected for the 1977-78
schoolyear.
Students must have a recommendation form and completed application form returned to the Student
Activities office, 2420 Student Services Building, by Monday, Oct. 3, for
consideration by a screening committee.
Points which are considered in
selecting "Who's Who" entries are: at
least 2.3 academic grade point
average (4.0 is all A's), leadership
and
involvement
in
campus/community activities, honors and
recommendations. Nominations will
be sent to national headquarters for
final approval early in November,
then all honored students will receive
recognition in the. annual publication
and certificates at the awards
banquet in December.
For additional information and
application
forms,
call
3834015-Student Activities Office.

Gifts and grants received by WMU
in July and August totaled $2,730,950,
Vice President for Finance Robert B.
Wetnight told the WMU Board of
Trustees Friday, Sept. 16.
The total includes: $712,552 for
instruction; $103,924 for research;
$285,808for public service; $1,424,748
for student aid; and $203,919in other
gifts.
During the first two months of
WMU's fiscal year, the total gifts and
grants received exceeds the funds
received during the same period last
year by $768,878, Wetnight said,
noting that the difference is due
mainly to increases in student aid,
primarily the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant program of the
U.S. OfficeofEducation.
In other action, the Board approved
a resolution allowing the president to
establish and revise, after discussion
with the Board's budget and finance
committee, salary schedules for
prof ess iona 1/ administra
ti ve,
clerical/technical, University police,
and University security/service
personnel, and to establish salaries
for unclassified professional and
administrative employees.

Chartrand Author
Of New Book
Dr. Gary Chartrand,
WMU
professor of mathematics, is the
author of the book, "Graphs as
Mathematical Models," published
recently by Prindle, Weber and
Schmidt, Inc., Boston.
The text evolved from lecture notes
used in the teaching ofundergraduate
mathematics classes at WMU. The
book may be used to teach selected
topics in graph theory to students at
all levels of undergraduate study,
according to the author.
Chartrand is internationally known
in the area of graph theory, having
written
numerous
scholarly
publications and directed doctoral
dissertations for WMU graduate
students of mathematics. He also is
co-author of the book, "Introduction
to the Theory of Graphs," published
by Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, and
serves as managing editor of "The
Journal of Graph Theory."
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VHF Conference
Deadline Near

Amateur radio operators have until
Friday, Sept. 30, to submit synopses
of proposed papers they might
present at the 23rd annual Very High
Frequency Conference to be held
from 3-5p.m. Saturday, Nov. 19,here
in 3034 Indust(ial and Engineering
TechnologyBuilding.
The presentation of solicited papers
at the conference this year will be a
new direction from the past, when
several speakers and a "swap shop"
were featured. Conference program
details will be announced later.
In addition, according to Dr. Glade
Wilcox, WMU electrical engineering,
professor and conference chairman,
the conference this year will have
more emphasis on educational
aspects of VHF communication and
less on "entertainment" than in the
past. He said the papers will be expected to place more weight on the
practical side of communications and
less on pure theory.
Main conference emphasis will be
on engineering developments applied
to amateur radio communication,
design and construction on the VHF
bands of 50,144,2~, 420and 1215mHz.

Foreign Students
Have Deadline

A Friday, Nov. 4, deadline for international students to enroll at WMU
for the 1978winter semester has been
announced by Marlon Gerould,
director of the Office of International
Student Services (OISS).
He said completed applications
from all prospective students living
outside the United States must be
received by that date. Graduate and
undergraduate foreign students now
in this country have until Friday,
Nov. 18, to submit completed applications.
Prospective graduate students who
are on permanent resident status in
this country willlle given until Dec. 9
to have completed applications for the
winter semester on file. Applications
for admission for graduate and undergraduate foreign students and
graduate level permanent residents
may be obtained by contacting the
OISS in 1511 Student Services
Building.

Howard Street
Closed Oct. 3-8
WMU has been informed that
Howard Street will be closed Monday
through Saturday, Oct. 3-8,in order to
permit Amtrak to replace its rail
crossings at the Stadium Drive intersection.
Anyone coming to campus on
Stadium Drive or westbound on
Howard Street should turn at the new
Oliver Street and Stadium Drive
intersection, just east of the Read
Fieldhouse. Through traffic will be
directed by way of Stadium, Drake
aqd Michigan. Howard Street will be
open from the Michigan Avenue end
for access to Miller Auditorium.
Local and commuter traffic will do
well to seek alternate routes, said
Donald H. Swets, Kalamazoo city
director of public works.

Campus Bus Service Popular
Ridership on Bronco Transit
System (BTS) buses so far this
semester here at Western has made
substantial gains over the same
period last fall, according to C.
Edward Smith, manager, WMU
communications and transportation,
who cites greater bus reliability as
the reason.
"The number of semester passes
sold is about 12percent ahead of last
fall at this time," Smith said, "and
cash fares are 22percent greater."
He noted that the BTS campus'
schedule is about the same as last fall
but "the buses are in much better
condition, with fewer mechanical
breakdowns." He added that BTS
buses, which are supplied by the
Kalamazoo Metro Transit System
(KMTS), are now equipped with twoway radios so a mechanical breakdown or other trouble can be reported
to the KMTS or another BTS bus so
the stranded passengers can be
"rescued" quickly.
.
Smith said the radios also are being
used to notify other BTS buses which
stops have extra large crowds that
one bus cannot handle.
Members ofthe campus community
who ride BTS at least 10times weekly
can make the greatest savings with
an $18semester pass for an unlimited
number of rides, Smith said. He noted
that a 17percent saving from the cash
fare is possible by purchase of a 10ride bonus ticket for $l.25-individual
rides are 15ceach.
BTS riders may transfer to other
campus routes for up to 30 minutes
after issue but are not acceptable on
the same route where issued. Transfers also allow a rider to switch to
KMTS buses which operate between
the WMU campus and downtoWn
Kalamazoo and to many westerly
apartment complexes.
Semester and lo-ride tickets are on
sale at the cashier's
office,
Administration Building, from 8 a.m.4:30p.m. and in the directors' offices,
Goldsworth Valley residence halls,
during normal hours, Smith said.
Four BTS buses travel on most
major campus streets, making stops
at 14 West Campus locations, including three in Goldsworth Valley, at
four East Campus and three
Fraternity Village sites.
Smith observed that BTS runs will
be cancelled during the Homecoming
period, from 2:30p.m. Friday, Oct. 21
to 7:30 a.m. Monday, Oct. 24, and
Thanksgiving, from 12:30 p.m.

Women's Commission
Meeting Today
New officers will be elected and
committees established at an 11:45
a.m.-1 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 22,
meeting of the Commission on the
Status of Women here at Western in
157-158 University Student Center
(USC).
The speaker will be Dr. Mary A.
Cain, WMU professor of teacher
education, whose subject will be
"Have You a Future As a Woman at
Western?" The program also will
include general discussion and a
discourse on goal setting.
The meeting is open to all interested
persons. Those attending may bring a
sack lunch or go through the USC
cafeteria line.

Wednesday, Nov. 23 to 7:30 a.m.
Monday, Nov. 28.
Last school year, BTSbuses carried
an average 14,000passengers weekly
during the fall and winter semesters.
Because BTS drivers do not have
change available, the exact fare must
be paid. However, riders with 20c or
25c are given tokens good toward
another fare.
Five separate routes serve the
WMU campus, from 7:32 a.m.-9:54
p.m., involving 20 different bus runs
on Green, Blue and Red Routes
during morning and early afternoon
hours and another six runs on the
Yellow Route, from 3:2~10:11 p.m.,
Monday-Thursday, with a Friday
reduced schedule between 3:28-4:36
p.m. This route has buses about every
12-14minutes.
One Green Route runs from
Goldsworth Valley to Wilbur Street
and Henry Hall stops, about every 810 minutes from 7:45 a.m.-3:25 p.m.,
while another Green Route goes from
Goldsworth Valley to stops at Wilbur
Street, Sangren Hall, Brown Hall and
the East Campus mid back, about
every half hour from 7:45 a.m.-3:19
p.m.
A Blue Route, running between the
campus, Fraternity Village and the
West Campus Apartments about
every half hour, operates from 7:32
a.m.-3:38 p.m.
A Red Route, with stops at Sangren
Hall, Brown Hall, the East Campus
and back to Goldsworth Valley,
operates every 6-9minutes, from 7:40
a.m.-3:19p.m.
More information on BTSschedules
is available at the WMU communications and transportation office, Physical Plant Building, East
Campus, phone 383..()()6().

10 Gerontology
Assistants Named

Elect Burian
HSA Trustee

Dr. William Burian, dean of
Western's College of Health and
Human Services, was elected to the
Board of Trustees of the Southwest
Michigan Health Systems Agency
(HSA),Inc.
The HSAis organized and operated
as a private, nonprofit corporation for
the purpose of conducting health
planning and resource development
activities.
The
agency
was
established under the authority of the
National Health Planning and
Resource Development Act of 1974.
The agency serves seven Southwestern Michigan counties including
Barry, Berrien, Calhoun, Cass,
Kalamazoo, St. Joseph and Van
Buren.
The 30-member board is composed
of persons who are both providers and
consumers of health services.
Specific purposes of the agency are:
Improving the health of the residents
of Southwestern Michigan; increasing the accessibility, acceptability, continuity, and quality of
health services provided; restraining
increases in the cost of providing
these services; and preventing unnecessary duplication of health_
resources.

New Newsletter
For Students
In an effort to disseminate information about mutual concerns 'and
to establish some means b~ which
students and staff can air theIr views,
the Office of Student Activities 'has
instituted the concept of Intertell-a
newsletter to be circulated twice
monthly for the benefit of WMU
students.
Becky Quinlan and Mary Berschback, graduate assistants in the
Student Activities office, will act as
the primary consultants to the
newsletter; they will be assisted by
the staff for input. Ideas and contributions
from
the
various
organizations are encouraged.
Features will include: articles.
presenting
new
ideas
that
organizations may wish to share
concerning
organizational
management techniques that were
successful for them; a spotlight
column which will introduce one
organization per issue; and a
calendar of coming events. Charlie
Stroup, director of student activities,
will have an opportunity to air his
views and give recommendations in
his column, "Stroup's Scoops."

Ten Western students
have
received gerontology assistantships
for the current fall semester, according to Dr. Ellen P. Robin,
associate professor of sociology and
director of WMU's gerontology
program.
They are David B. Brown, Fara L.
Skinner, Marcia A. Sindy, Lori S.
Slanger, Karen L. Sorrentino, Hubert
L. Trolard, Rosamond Sanders
Robbert, Jean M. Francisco, Alice M.
Miller and Karen B. Wolf.
The assistantships, which provide
for a portion of the student's tuition,
are awarded on the basis of high
academic achievement in other areas
and evidence of a commitment to
future work or study in the field of
aging. Each recipient is either
Canadian Brass
planning a course of study leading to.a
certificate in gerontology or 18
Perform Sept. 22
planning to minor (~ hours of
The Canadian Brass will perform at
selected courses) in the subject.
8 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 22, here on
campus in Miller Auditorium.
Women Elect Officers
Since their founding in 1970,they
have
become Canada's prime concert
Recently elected as officers of the
attraction.
The members spend a
Faculty Women's Club for 1977-78
third
of
their
time with the Hamilton
are: Dr. Beth Schultz, professor of
biology, president; Florence Tooke, Philharmonic Orchestra, but they are
assistant
professor
of home mostly concerned with expanding the
economics, president-elect; Mary range of music for brass ensembles.
Tickets are priced at $5.00,$4.00and
Taylor, associate professor, library,
secretary-treasurer; and Dr. Edythe $3.00at the Miller Auditorium ticket
Mange, emerita professor of history, office. Ticket information can be
obtained by calling 383-0933.
emeritae representative.

Fine Arts
Is Planning
College Week
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Steve Martin, John Sebastian
Coming to Miller Sept. 30

After numerous appearances onthe Texas, grew up near Disneyland in
"Tonight Show" both as a guest and california, and now lives in Aspen,
guest host for Johnny carson and on Colorado, where he is a vegetarian
"Saturday Night Live," Steve "I'm and good friend of John Denver. His
just a crazy guy" Martin will appear act is described as a one-man version
at 8 p.m. Friday, Sept. 30, in Miller of "The Gong Show" and "Laugh-In"
Auditorium.
combined.
Joining Martin will be singer John
Tickets are $7.00,$6.00and $5.00at
Sebastian, founder and leader of the the Miller Auditorium ticket office.
Lovin' Spoonfulof a few seasons back, Phone reservations can be made py
and more recently known for writing calling 383-0933.Mail order reserand recording the theme song of the vations also will be accepted when
TVshow "Welcome Back Kotter."
accompanied by check, money order,
It's practically impossible to or Bankamericard or Master Charge
describe in words what Steve Martin card number and expiration date.
does on stage. Those who have seen
him on the "Tonight Show" or
Bruce Jenner
"Saturday Night Live" have only a
faint inkling of the insanity he is
Visits Western
capable of. He has been described as
The man who wonthe most grueling
the quintessential comedian for the
Olympic
blase seventies-beyond
political of competitions-the
decathlon in 1976-Bruce Jenner, will
humor, beyond ethnic humor-poking
fun at life itself and poking fun at lead off the 1977-78Student Entertainment Committee Speaker Series
himself constantly.
He broke into comedy winning an at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 27, in Miller
Emmy as a writer for the Smothers Auditorium.
He will use movies and slides as he
Brothers Show, then started the long
string of coffeehouses on the West speaks about the training which led to
Coast. Now he is playing to sold out his victory in the Olympic games in
houses in such prestigious places as Montreal.
Others in the Speakers Series inthe Dorothy Chandler Pavilion and
the Roxy in Los Angeles, the Ivanhoe clude Vincent Bugliosi, chief
in Chicago, Orchestra Hall in Min- prosecutor of Charles Manson on
Receives South
neapolis and the State Fair Music October ~; and former aide to
American Grant
Hall in Dallas. Albany, N.Y., sold out President' Nixon, John Dean on
Jolene Jackson is getting her spring all 3,000 seats in just two hours this November 14.
wardrobe ready to wear from Sept. spring.
Tickets are on sale at the Miller
22~Oct.9.
For the record, the 31-year-old, .Auditoriwn ticket office, with a
The assistant director of Western's grey-haired comedian was born in purchase price of $3.00 for each
Office of International Student Serspeaker or $8.00for all three.
vices, she will be in South America
Math Colloquium Set
then, just in time for the start of the
Lloyd Writes Article
spring season down there. Jackson is
"Solving systems of nonlinear
one of 20 participants in a Latin equations by a technique that uses
Dr. Bruce A. Lloyd, professor of
American Workshop who will study piecewise linear topology and linear teacher education, is the author of an
the educational systems in Paraquay,
programming" is the topic of the article, "Picture-Vocabulary-8tory, a
Uruguay, Bolivia and Brazil.
Mathematics Colloquium lecture to Guide to the New Reading Process
She will spend the first 10 days be given by WMU Professor Alden Through
a
Total
Language
visiting secondary schools and Wright on Thursday, Sept. 22. The Approach," published in the July
universities
in Paraguay
and public lecture will be held at 4 p.m. in issue of "Reading," the official
Uruguay, then fly to Rio de Janeiro the Mathematics Commons Room on publication of the United Kingdom
where the group will prepare its final the sixth floor of Everett Tower.
Reading Association.
report. Results of the study will go to
colleges and universities in the United
Economics Series Begins Wednesday
States interested in the admission and
placement of students from the four
One of the world's foremost
In addition to his public lecture, he
countries.
'
economists, Dr. Robert Clower, will will address a 3 p.m. Wednesday
The workshop is sponsored by the give a free public lecture on seminar in 3760Knauss Hall for WMU
National Association for Foreign "Macroeconomics:
Sense and faculty, graduate students and unStudent Affairs and the American Nonsense" at 8 p.m. Wednesday, dergraduates who are majoring in
Association of Collegiate Registrars Sept. 28,here in 3750Knauss Hall.
economics.
and Admissions Officers. All exHe is professor of economics at the
Clower is the first speaker in the
penses for Jackson's participation in University of california at Los 1977-78 lectures in the series,
the workshop are covered by a grant Angeles (UCLA), author of more than "Monetarists and Keynesians: How
from both organizations.
60 books, articles, comments and Far Apart Are They?", presented by
book reviews, and since 1952 has Western's department of economics.
'Sex and Law'
taught at several universities around The series is under the direction of
the globe. Chairman of the economics Dr. Salim Harik, assistant professor
Lecture Topic
department
at
Northwestern
of economics here.
Ann Hannon,
the assistant University from 1958-64,he served as
prosecuting attorney for Kalamazoo director of an economic survey of
Art on Display
County, will discuss "Sex and the Liberia, and was a John Maynard
One of three Midwestern artists
Law" in a free, public lecture at 7:30 Keynes Visiting Professor at the
whose works are on emibition at the
p.m. next Thursday, Sept. 29, in 204 University of Essex in England.
Clower also taught at Universities N.A.M.E. Gallery, Chicago, is
Student Center.
Her talk is the second in the Sex and in Pakistan, Uganda and Austria. He Richard Keaveny, WMU associate
Sexuality series presented this fall by was a visitor to the faculty of professor of art. Following the theme
WMU's Association for Women economics at Cambridge University; "WallIFloor Structures," he uses
chairman of the Oxford-London- paper cordage to display his interest
Students (AWS).
J oint
Economic in ... "the properties of line, whether
Hannon is a graduate of the Cambridge
University of Michigan where she Seminars, and served as editor of the stretched tautly between points or
also earned her mqsters degree in "American Economic Review" and allowed to coil on the floor." The
"Economic Inquiry."
exhibit will continue through Oct. 9.
guidance and counseling.

Western's College of Fine Arts will
present a variety of perfonning and
visual art attractions during its
College-in-Profile period, February 311,1978.
Beginning the festivities will be a
concert by the famed Royal Winnipeg
Ballet at 8 p.m. Friday, Feb. 3, in
Miller Auditorium.
On the following Saturday, Feb. 4,
faculty artists Phyllis Rappeport and
Curtis Curtis-8mith will present a duo
piano recital at 8 p.m. in Oakland
Recital Hall. On Sunday, Feb. 5, the
University Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Herbert Butler, will
present a 3 p.m. concert in Miller
Auditorium.
From Wednesday through Saturday, Feb. 8-11,the University Theatre
department will present "Marathon
'33" in Shaw Theatre. All performances are at 8p.m.
Festivities
will conclude on
Saturday, Feb. 11,with a Drama Day
for High School Students in the
University Theatre complex.
Plans
are
currently
being
developed to invite renowned artists
and scholars to the campus during the
Fine Arts College-in-Profile observance.

·Frank Zappa's
Coming To Campus

The
Student
Entertainment
Committee will bring Frank zappa to
Read Fieldhouse at 8 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 4.
.
Zappa leads a six-piece band, including a violinist and a vibraphonist.
He is best known for his bizarre
humor and unusual songwriting: He
used to have a band called "The
Mothers of Invention" which performed for 10 years and made nine
albums. His first gold record was for
an album called "Apostrophe."
An "underground" artist until
about three years ago, zappa surfaced with an album called "Overnight Sensation." It propelled him to
notoriety with songs like "I'm The
Slime,"
"Dinah-Mo
Hum,"
"camarillo Brillo" and "Montana."
Tickets will be $5.50, general admission, and are available at the
Miller Auditorium ticket office.

Dames Plan
Diamond Brunch

Historical highlights of WMU and
the organization made up of faculty
and
staff
wives-University
Dames-will be presented at a
"Diamond Days Brunch" at 10 a.m.
Saturday, Sept. 24, in the east
ballroom of the University Student
Center.
.Featured speaker will be Eloise
Seibert, wife of Dr. Russell Seibert,
vice president emeritus for academic
affairs. Musical entertainment will be
provided by Will Hahnenberg,
associate professor otmusic at WMU.
Newcomers in the organization will
be introduced and members will have
the opportunity to sign up for interest
groups, according to Darlene
Kohrman and Linda Mason, c~
chairpersons for the event.

Sedaka Performs
Here Sept. 26
Currently riding high on the pop
charts with "Alone At Last," singerpianist-composer Neil Sedaka brings
his one-man concert to the stage of
,Miller Auditorium at 8 p.m. Monday,
Sept. ~.
Tickets are $8.00. $7.00 and $5.00.
The ticket office is open from 10a.m.6 p.m. Monday-Friday, and tickets
can be reserVed by calling ~933.
Sedaka, who last appeared in
Kalamazoo just one year ago, has
really been in the stardom spotlight
twice in recent years. From 1959to
1963he sold over 25 million records,
such
as
"Calendar
Girl,"
"Oh!carol," "Stairway To Heaven"
and "Happy Birthday Sweet Sixteen." His "second" stardom career
began in the late 60's following a
performance in England at London's
Albert Hall in which he combined his
"Oldies" with a number of new songs
he had composed.

Kim Presents Paper
Dr. C. I. Eugene Kim, professor of

political science, presented a paper
on "Emergency, Development and
Human Rights: South Korea" at the
American
Political
Science.
Association's annual meeting earlier
this month in Washington, D.C.

;
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Trustees Ratify Faculty Contract;
Compensation Level Is 8 Percent
Western's Board of Trustees
Friday, Sept. 16, ratified a one-year
collective bargaining agreement with
its faculty union, the campus chapter
of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP), that
features an eight percent compensation package.
I "The percentage
increase is the
same eight percent increase given to
University
employees
in the
clerical/technical,
professional!
administrative
and unclassified
administrative groups," said Thomas
Mannix, assistant to the president for
collective bargaining and contract
administration.
Trustee J. Michael Kemp of
Kalamazoo, chairman of the Board's
collective bargaining committee,
said, "The proposed contract was
reached with the assistance of
Howarc\,Case, a MERe mediator, in
the early hours of Tuesday morning,
August 30. It is regrettable that the
settlement could not have been
reached 24 hours earlier, but the
University was fortunate to be able to
use the good offices of Mr. Case to
settle the strike as quickly as
possible. It is the Board committee's
hope, which I am sure is shared by the
remaining trustees, that everyone,
including the faculty, can learn from
our recent experience so that we do
not have to go through another last
two weeks of August like this last one.
"The administration has planned
an in~depth review of this year's
experience with an eye toward improvements for the 1978 round of
faculty bargaining. We hope the
AAUP will do the same. The results of
our review and a discussion of trends
and developments
in faculty
bargaining elsewhere in Michigan
will be studied by our committee, and
specific recommendations will be
shared with you as time progresses."
The new contract provides a sliding
scale of flat dollar adjustments by
rank and some increased fringe
benefits, included in the compensation package, plus the formation of a joint committee to study a
faculty
salary
schedule
and
provisions for extra assignments to be
given to any faculty members, who

Judge Denies
Newton Request
Kalamazoo County Circuit Court
Judge Robert Borsos last week denied
former WMU physical education
instructor John Newton's request for
injunctive relief while his suit against
the University is being reviewed.
Newton asked the court to order
WMU to hire him back until the case
is settled. Borsos ruled that Newton is
not entitled to injunctive relief
because the University's motion for a
rehearing was timely and there is no
proof of irreparable harm.
After being denied ,tenure, Newton
sought and got a summary judgment
last spring; Borsos ordered the
University to grant tenure to Newton.
Western filed for a rehearing and
Borsos has now promised his new
decision within 30days.

were on strike August 29or 30,instead
of having a salary deduction.
Mannix indicated that Western's
proposal of August 27th became the
basis for the final settlement which
was reached through a state mediator
at 6:45 a.m. Tuesday, Aug. 30. "Our
8/27 package addressed itself to all
the unsettled issues: 1) Annual
Leave; 2) Faculty Development
Policy; 3) Early Retirement; 4)
Recognition; 5) Work of the Unit; 6)
Student/Faculty Ratio; 7) Layoff and
Recall; 8) Compensation Guidelines;
9) Economic Compensation; and 10)
Duration of the Contract," he explained.
"The AAUP rejected our 8/27
proposal that afternoon and again the
next morning when they broke off
negotiations after meeting for about
five minutes," he continued. "Yet,
our final agreement contains our
language of 8/T! verbatim for the first
seven items."
"Item 8 was from up to 3 chapter
officers on reduced teaching load with
the replacement cost paid by the
chapter to up to three reduced loads
with the chapter paying one-half the
replacement cost," Mannix said.
"Item 9 was changed to delete the
references to any across-the-board
raises. A sliding scale of raises per
rank, a $35,000 special pool for
possible distribution to fiscal year
instructors and assistant professors,
and the joint study committee
replaced our 8/27 proposal. Item 10
was changed from a three-year to a
one-year contract."
"Our data shows that the final
agreement spent some $50,000less
than what had been in the 8/27
package," Mannix reported.
The sliding scale of flat dollar
adjustments by rank is as follows:
Academic
Year

Fiscal
Year

Academic
Year

Fiscal
Year

Professor
$1,475 $1,850
Associate Professor $1,275 $1,600
Assistant Professor $1,075 $1,350
Instructor
$ 875 $1,100
Promotion increments are as
follows:
Professor
$ 750 $ 940
Associate Professor $ 600 $ 750
Assistant Professor $ 400 $ 520
Other highlights of the final
agreement are: a $50,000merit poolto
be distributed
by department
chairpersons,
deans and the
Academic Affairs Office after
receiving faculty input by 11/30/77;
$60,000 in the Sabbatical Leave
Replacement Fund; continuation of
existing fringe benefits with home
health care, vision care, maternity
coverage under long-tenn disability
and an increase from $1,200to $2,000
in the monthly long-term-disability
maximum benefit; increase Faculty
Research Fund from $84,575 to
$100,000; and increase Faculty
Research Travel Fund ftom $4,975to
$7,500.
The joint committee (four members
from each of the two parties) will
begin work on October 1 and issue a
report to the University community
by June 1,1978,on the desirability and

necessity of adopting a faculty ~lary
schedule, Mannix said.
With regard to potential penalties
for striking faculty, Western agreed
not to initiate any hearings under
Section 6 of the Michigan Public
Employee Relations Act and not to
initiate any reprisals with regard to
faculty who were absent from work on
August 29th or 30th, Mannix added. A
list of those who did not work will not
be prepared; chairpersons and deans
will assign extra work to each absent
faculty member.
.
Administrators will have to attest
by the end ofthe current fall semester
that the extra assignments have been
completed. If the work is completed
on time, no salary deductions will be
made. Anyone not completing the
extra assignments will have a salary
deduction made during one of the
January pay periods.

Garden Council
Offers Scholarships
The Kalamazoo Garden Council
again will offer scholarships to two
WMU students who are majoring in
biology and who can meet the
requirements.
The
1977-78 Hazel
Wirick
Recognition Scholarships, valued at
$250 each, are granted to students
working on appropriate projects in
the areas of botany or ecology. To be
eligible, students must be juniors or
seniors, have an overall grade point
average of 3.0 (4.0 is all A's), and
present an outline of a project in
botany or ecology under the direction
of a WMUbiology department faculty
member.
Applications must be received at
the WMU Scholarship Office by
Saturday, Oct. 1. Award winners will
be announced Saturday, Oct. 15.
Currently in its seventh year, the
Hazel Wirick Scholarship is named
for the past president and long time
member of the Kalamazoo Garden
Council. For additional infonnation,
call Dr. Richard Brewer at WMU's
biologydepartment, 383-1674.

Education Merges
Two Departments

Merger of the departments of
directed teaching and teacher
education was approved Friday
(Sept. 16) by the WMU Board of
Trustees.
Dr. Philip S. Denenfeld, acting vice
president for academic affairs, said
the merger is the result of two years'
study by the faculty in the two
departments, their chainnen and Dr.
John E. Sandberg, dean, College of
Education.
"It is aimed at providing better
organization, control and communication in large and diverse
departments
and
responding
positively to shifts in teacher training,
including the need to deal more effectively with off-campus constituencies, the projected increase in
in-service training and the continuation of the still-sizeable oncampus clientele," he said.
Administrative structure ofthe new
department will include a chairperson
and four coordinators
responsible for support services,
program
operation, professional
development
and professional
laboratory
experiences.
The
department will also include centers
organized according to functional
area, such as the already established
Center for Science and Mathematics
Education.
The name of the new department
will be announced later.

Assertiveness Training
Workshop Friday

A one-day workshop in assertiveness training will be offered from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday, Sept. 23,here
on campus in the Social Room,
Kanley Chapel.
Though intended primarily for
women, it is open to persons whomay
benefit from learning how to
recognize and stand up for their
rights. The fee is $4 for currently
enrolled WMU students, $15 for all
others, including a workbook which
participants will use during the
course, and later for reference and
review.
Leading the workshop will be Laura
Manis, assistant professor, WMU
Counseling Center, and Ann Goldman, a graduate student from
Kalamazoo, who previously completed the Assertiveness Leadership
Children's Theatre
Training Course.
The workshop is sponsored by the
Auditions Next Week
WMU Center for Women's Services.
Auditions
for
"Children's
Registration may be made at their
Experimental Theater" will be held office in Ellsworth Hall.
from 7 to 10 p.m. Wednesday and
Earhart Plans
Thursday, Sept. 28-29,with afternoon
Japanese Workshop
auditions from 3-5 p.m. Thursday in
Shaw Theatre. Callbacks will be held
Dr. H. Byron Earhart, professor of
from 7-10p.m. Friday, Sept. 30.
religion, is one of eight American and
Auditions are open to any WMU European scholars in the humanities,
student in goodacademic standing.
invited to a special planning
"Children's
Experimental
workshop on the "Japanese Medieval
Theater" is improvisational theater, Experience" held in the offices of the
or group-created theater. This year's Social Science Research Council,New
production is geared toward fourth York City, Sept. 23-24.
through sixth graders.
The eight scholars, representing
Auditionees are requested to wear dlfferent
disciplines
in the
clothing that allows freedom of humanities-J apanese
history,
movement. Additional audition in- literature and art-will review earlier
formation is available from the Japanese and W-estern research on
department of theatre main office in medieval Japan, and plan for future
Shaw Theatre.
research on the subject. Earhart will
Production dates are November 16- represent the discipline of Japanese
19in the Arena Theatre.
religion at the workshop.
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China Invites
WMU Group
The People's Republic of China has
informed Dr. Samuel Clark, dir~ctor
of WMU's Honors College, that a
party of 25 faculty, administrators,
alwnni and friends of Western may
visit that country during the summer
of 1978.
The tentative itinerary calls for the
group to enter China at Peking on
July 21 and leave from Shumchun on
Aug. 5. Five cities are on the tour:
Peking,
Nanking,
Shanghai,
Hangchow and Kwangchow.
While in East Asia, the WMU
travelers also will visit the city of
Hong Kong, and then go to Japan and
possibly South Korea. Dr. Alfred Ho,
WMU professor of economics, and
Clark are c<Hlirectors of the
program.
During April, 1975, a group of 20
WMU students and three faculty
members toured China, visiting
factories, schools, a commune,
universities, housing settlements and
historical sites. That trip also was
sponsored by the Honors College and
directed by Clark and Ho.
According to Clark, next summer's
tour is intended primarily for WMU
faculty and administrators as part of
the University's continuing interest in
China.

Computer Center
Changes Compiler
The default Fortran compiler in
.~'s
Computer Center has been
changed from F40 to Fortran-l0
(FORTRA), a more powerful compiler which is supported by its vendor,
Digital Equipment Corp.
Most programs which previously
were compiled and run, using F40,
should now use FORTRAN-I0.
However, a few conversion problems
may be encountered when using the
new compiler.
Persons should contact the Computer Center, 383~95, to determine
what problems, if any, they may have
with the FORTRAN-I0 compiler. The
new compiler contains many new
features,
including
multiple
subroutine
entries
and multistatement lines.
A "FORTRAN Programmer's
Reference Manual" which describes
the FORTRAN-I0 compiler is
available at Western's Campus
Bookstore in the Student Center.
However, persons who wish to use
the old F40 compiler may do so by
specifying the F40 switch with the
compile command or the proper card
in Batch.

Blasch Receives
National Award
The American Association of
Workers for the Blind presented the
Lawrence Blaha Award to Donald
Blasch, chairman of the WMU blind
rehabilitation department, for ". . .
his contributions and impact on the
field of blind mobility service."
The presentation
was made
recently at the association's national
convention in Portland, Ore. At the
same meeting, Blasch also was
honored by the Association of
Rehabilitation Teachers.

W.M.U. PRESIDENT John T. Bernhard (right) is pictured above touring the University's Public Safety Office earlier this summer. Officer
Harley Bouwhuis (seated) and Keith Sheeler, director of public safety, show
him some of their equipment and procedures. Dr. Bernhard plans to continue
these visits to various departmental offices throughout the campus this fall.
(WMUNewsphoto)

Career, Job Search
Seminars, Workshops Set

A series of free seminars and
workshops, designed to help WMU
seniors, graduate students and
alwnni with career and job search
problems, will be offered here by
University
Placement
Services
starting Tuesday, Sept. 'XI.
Job Search seminars for those
looking for positions in business,
industry, government, arts and
sciences, and health and human
services will be held from 3 :304 :30
p.m. Sept. 'XI-29 in 1610McCracken
Hall (Paper Science and Engineering
Auditorium). On Tuesday, the subject
will be "How To Find a Job"; Wednesday it will be "Resumes and

Faculty Women
Plan Breakfast

The Faculty Women's Club Fall
Breakfast will be held at 9:15 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 1, in the West
Ballroom of the University Student
Center.
Reservation forms will be in the
. mail or send your check for $4.75to
Mary Taylor, secretary-treasurer,
associate professor, Library.
The principal function of the Fall
Breakfast is to greet new faculty
women. Club members are urged to
extend a personal invitation to the
new faculty worrien in their departments, as well as to encourage other
faculty women to attend.
.
If any women faculty or emeritae
have not received an announcement,
please contact Beth Schultz (3831672), Flo Tooke (383-0909)or Mary
Taylor (3834952).

Letters"; and on Thursday the topic
is "Interviewing."
The same series will be repeated
Nov. 15·17in 2301Sangren Hall from
7:30-8:30p.m. nightly. The seminars
are conducted by Carolyn WilsonGarrison, WMUplacement counselor.
Videotaped interview practice and
critiques of personal resumes will be
offered in small group practice
sessions from noon until 1 p.m. each
Monday during
October and
November. Registration and information about the times and places
will be available from the University
Placement Services-phone 383-1710.
For those who need help in identifying personal skills and interests,
potential employment environments,
and conducting a job search, a free
Career Exploration and Job Search
Skills Workshop aimed at exercises
and practice in a small group setting
will begin Tuesday, Oct. 4, in 2470
Dunbar Hall.' Meetings will be from
7:30-9:30p.m. and attendance at five
weekly sessions is necessary.
Enrollment
is limited;
preregistration also may be made by
calling Placement Services.

Print Brewer Article
Dr. Richard Brewer, professor of
biology, is the co-author of a paper
entitled "Life History Factors
Affecting the Intrinsic Rate of
Natural Increase of Birds of the
Deciduous Forest Biome." It appeared in the June issue of "The
Wilson Bulletin," published by the
WilsonOrnithological Society.

. The listings below are currently
being posted by the University
Personnel Office for regular full time
or part-time University employees.
Applicants should submit a Job
Opportunities Application during the
posting period.
HA-HD clerical positions are not
required to be posted. Interested
.University employees may register in
the Personnel Office, for assistance in
securing these positions.
Secretary II, HE, #77-467,Women's
Services, posted 9/15-9/21.
Project Manager, E-99, #77468,
Women's Services, posted 9/15-9/21.
(Part-time)
'Secretary II, HE, ff77469, Alumni
Affairs, posted 9/21-9/'l:1.
Staff Assistant,
E-I0, #77471,
Physical Plant, posted 9/19-9/23.
Secretary II, HE, #77472,President's
Office,posted 9/20-9/26.
Account Clerk m, HE, #77473,
Budget, posted 9/20-9/26.
Below is a listing of the Instructional position openings currently
being posted by the Personnel
Department. For addj.tional information about these positions
please refer to the posting boards on
campus, or contact the Employment
Officein Personnel:
Director, (temporary, I-year), #77470,Center for Educational Studies,
posted 9/19-9/23.
The listings below are currently
being posted by. the University
Personnel Office for Bargaining Unit,
Local #1668positions:
Custodian, M-2, #77-025, Custodial,
posted 9/19-9/26(2positions).
Maintenance Service Person, M-48,
A.P. #16, Physical Plant, posted
9/19-9/26.

Student Officers
Hold Workshop

How can we make our meetings
successful? How can we attract new
members? These are just two of the
questions the staff of the Office of
Student Activities wish to help
students answer during Leadership
Workshopsto be held this fall.
Spending four tw<Hlayweekends at
the Croft Retreat House near Otsego
will be members of the Office of
Student Activities and 15 student
officers
of various
campus
organizations. Topics to be covered
by Charlie Stroup, Ginnie Norton,
Ray Passkiewicz, Becky Quinlan and
Mary Berschback will be: goal setting, value clarifications, decisionmaking, the nitty-gritty of meetings,
styles of leadership and motivation.
Because student concerns are
dependent
upon the type of
organization they are involved in, the
staff will attempt to focus their
programs towards different interests
of the various organizations. The
leaders of the following groups will
attend: the "Big Four" clubs on
campus-Student
Entertainment
Committee,
Associated
Women
Students, University Student Center
Board, Associated Student Government; residence hall staff; international students; and other small
group interests.
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Grid Broncos
Host Northern

After playing two losing games that
were decided in the final two minutes,
Western Michigan's football squad
begins the Mid-American Conference
portion of its schedule here Saturday
against Northern Illinois. Kickoff
time for this Band Day attraction at
WaldoStadium is 1:30p.m.
The Broncos, pre-season championship picks in the league, lost a 1()'7
opener at Minnesota on a field goal
with three seconds left, and then
bowed, 17-10, at home to TexasArlington as an offensive march
stalled on the five-yard stripe with
Wldertwo minutes to go.
Northern lllinois has lost its three
starts to date, dropping decisions to
Eastern Michigan, 25-2; Louisville,
38-0,and then holding heavily-favored
Wisconsinto a 14-3margin.

Field Hockey
Season Opens
Western Michigan's women's field
hockey team will open the 1977season
Friday at the Sauk Valley Tournament held in Brooklyn, Mich.
Coach Jean Friedel, currently in
her 18th season at WMU,looks to this
tourney to test out her players and to
firm up the Broncos' overall game
play. Friedel has six varsity and nine
jWlior varsity members of the 1976
squad that went 11-3-2return.
Playboy Golf
Tourney Monday
Wes~~n Michigan's men's' golf
team travels to Lake Geneva, Wis.,
Monday to compete in the Playboy
Invitational to open their fall
schedule.
The tournament, co-sponsored by
Northern Illinois and the University
of Wisconsin, fealures teams from the
Big Ten and Mid-American Conference. Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa
and Wisconsin will represent the Big
Ten, while Miami, Toledo and Northern Illinois will join Western from
the MAC. Wisconsin-Whitewater and
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
also
will
compete.

Booters on Road

Western Michigan's soccer squad
has road games Wednesday and
Saturday against Hope College and
Michigan-Dearborn.
Coach Pete Glon is hoping his yOWlg
Bronco team can come up with its
first victory as last Saturday's 5-2loss
to Green Bay dropped the team's
record to 0-1-1.Last year, the Broncos
defeated both opponents at home by
downing Hope 1-0 and MichiganDearborn 5-0.
Harriers at EMU
After soundly defeating Purdue (1543), Miami (17-38)and Ball State (1840) last weekend, WMU's men's cross
country team travels to Eastern
Michigan for another Mid-American
Conference dual meet this Saturday.
Jayvees Play Friday
Western Michigan's football team
plays its initial junior varsity game at
11a.m. Friday in WaldoStadium. The
opponent is Grand Rapids Junior
College.

CAMPUS CAUNDAR

Bulls, Pistons
Play at Read

One of the' hottest rivalries in
professional
basketball will be
SEPTEMBER
renewed Friday, Oct. 7, here on
22-Women's volleyball, WMUvs. Mott Community College and Jackson
campus in Read Fieldhouse when
Community College,Oakland Gym, 5p.m.
National Basketball
Association
22-0ct. 14-Faculty art exhibition, Miller Auditorium, Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m.-6
Midwest Division members Detroit
p.m.
and Chicago square off in a pre*22-Concert, "Canadian Brass," Miller Auditorium, 8p.m.
season contest.
22-Informal luncheons and discussion groups for non-traditional
Starting time is set for 7:30 p.m.
students-cafeteria $1,or brown bag lWlches,WesleyFoundation Soup and all proceeds will go to the
Kitchen, Mon.-Fri., noon.
.
University's Gary Athletic Fund.
*23-Workshop, "Assertiveness Training," Kanley Chapel Social Room, 9
Tickets are priced at $5.00 for
a.m.-3p.m.
reserved seats, $3.50 for general
*24-Football, WMUvs. Northern Illinois (Band Day), WaldoStadium, 1:30 admission and $3.00 for WMU
p.m.
students and are available at the
*24-Harry Chapin, folksinger-guitar player, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Read Fieldhouse ticket office (383*24-University Dames' "Diamond Days Brunch" with Eloise Seibert, .1780) and the Miller Auditorium box
speaker, and music by Will Hahnenberg, east ballroom, Student
office (383-0933).
Center, 10a.m.
Halftime activity will feature the
25-General meeting, African Students, Kiva Room, Student Services
Basketeers, a group of boys and girls
Building, noon.
from the Bronco basketball school,
25-Faculty recital, pianist Phyllis Rappeport, professor of music,
who will perform a series of dribbling
Oakland Recital Hall, 3p.m.
exhibitions.
*26-Concert by Neil Sedaka, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
26-April 24-Sack lunch seminar, each Monday, Evaluation Center,
BigelowAnnex, noon-1p.m.
27-Women's field hockey, WMUvs. Eastern Michigan, Kanley Track, 3:30
Mexican Ballet
p.m.
*27-Speaker, Bruce Jenner, Olympic gold medal winner, Miller
Group To Perform
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
27-Film, "The Young and the Damned," (Los Olvidados), 2302Sangren
Ballet Folklorico Mexicano will
Hall,4p.m.
present "Fiesta Folklorico" at 8 p.m.
27-29-Job Search seminar, 1610McCracken Hall, 3:30-4:30p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 4, in Miller Auditorium.
*29- Musical, "Bubbling Brown Sugar," Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
The company of 35singers, dancers
*29-Nov.3-Workshop, "Personal Effectiveness," each Thursday, Counand
musicians will perform a
seling Center group room, Student Services Bldg., 6:30-8:30p.m.
program of songs and dances of a
29-Sex and Sexuality Series, "Sex and the Law," Sidney Durham, atthousand years of Mexican history.
torney, 204Student Center, 7:30p.m.
Accompanied
by the rhythms of
29-Emerita Faculty Dames "Diamond Jubilee Tea," Faculty Lounge,
Mariachi
bands,
a Marimba band,
Student Center, 1:30p.m.
3O-Women's field hockey, WMUvs. Northern Michigan, Kanl~y Track, 3 trios, and a $pecial Jarocho quartet
from the state of Veracruz, the
p.m.
authentic dances will be com*30-Steve Martin, comedian, Miller Auditorium, 8p.m.
plemented by 250 costumes from
OCTOBER
Mexico.
l-Soccer, WMUvs. Western Illinois, WaldoStadium, 1:30p.m.
The current U.S. tour is Wlder the
I-Cross Country, WMUvs. Central Michigan, Arcadia Course, 11a.m.
patronage of the Mexican Ministry of
*l-Faculty Women's Club fall breakfast, west ballroom, Student Center,
Fine Arts and is presented by the
9:15a.m.
Mexican government as an official
*4-Ballet Folklorico Mexicano, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
program of cultural exchange.
* Indicates admission fee charged.
Tickets are $5.50,$4.50and $3.00at
the Miller Auditorium ticket office;
reservations can be made by calling
Downtown Coaches Meet
383-0933.
The second 1977 meeting of the
Downtown
Coaches Club featuring
'Brown Sugar'
Coach Elliot Uzelac and members of
Appoint Temporary
his Western Michigan football squad
Coming to Miller
will be held Friday at 11:45 a.m. at Investment Manager
Bubbling Brown Sugar, the third Topper's Restaurant. All football
program in the Patron's Choice followers, men and women, are inAppointment of a temporary into attend for the price of the vestment manager for the annuity
Series-Act I at Miller Auditorium, vited
meal.
will be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday,
and life income investment fWldsheld
Sept. 29.
by Western was approved Friday,
Volleyball Here Tonight
Sept. 16, by the WMU Board of
The smash hit musical revue and
winner of the 1977Grammy Award for First-year coach Thelma Horn will Trustees.
best original cast album, takes its lead her Western Michigan women's
The Trust Division of the Michigan
audiences on a nostalgic musical trip volleyball team into the season National Bank of Detroit will serve in
through.the swinging days of Harlem opener at 5 o'clock tonight at Oakland that capacity.
The Board also authorized specific
with songs of the 20's, 30's, and 40's Gymnasium. The Broncos will enfrom such well known figures as Duke tertain Mott CommWlity College and investments for these trusts.
Ellington, Cab Calloway,Fats Waller, Jackson CommWlityCollege.
In other action, the Board approved
Earl Fatha Hines, Billie Holiday and
two resolutions allowing WMUto open
and maintain investment accoWlts to
Eubie Blake, plus songs like
Western
Michigan
football implement the cash investment policy
"Stompin' At The Savoy," "Nobody,"
"Sweet
Georgia
Brown," sophomores, Albert Little, a quar- approved by the Board in January.
"Sophisticated Lady," "Honey Suckle terback, and spli end Tim Clysdale, . The Board also approved a
Rose" and a big finale of "It Don't formed a standout passing com- resolution "allowingVice President for
Mean A Thing If It Ain't Got That bination at Kalamazoo Central High Finance Robert B. Wetnight, the
Swing" complete with a full cast tap- School.
treasurer of the Univ.ersity, to
dance routine.
transfer
future
endowment-type
Tickets at the Miller Auditorium
Western Michigan's Pat Charity funds received as gifts to the WMU
ticket-office are $7.50,$6.50and $5.00. was a member of the United States FOWldation,followingapproval of the
Ticket information can be obtained women's basketball team that cap- transfer by the University president
and reservations made by calling 383- tured a silver medal at the recent and the chairman of the Board of
0933.
Trustees.
WorldUniversity games.

